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LE COQ
Classic French style... If it’s provincial sophistication you want in the
kitchen, then you can’t go past the LE COQ Tea Towel Collection.
Simple, elegant and restrained, it’s the ultimate in classic-yetfunctional style. Made from 100 per cent pure linen, these tea
towels will not only look good in your kitchen, but also stand the
test of time. Perfect for you or for giving.
This is a fantastic quality linen jacquard towel, and is an excellent
economic drying cloth for your glassware
100% Jacquard Linen
Colours Red and Black
Size 50 x 80

FRENCH MOTIF
A beautiful combination of linen and pastel colours has born a modern classic. This series of French-inspired tea towels sits as
easily in a traditional kitchen as a modern one, adding a sense of refined style to both.
FRENCH MOTIF tea towels are the perfect gift for yourself or a friend.
100% Jacquard Linen
Colours Pastel Blue/Green, Wedgewood Blue, Pastel Peach/Lime
Size 50 x 70

OLIVES
Nostalgic collection of damask linen tea towels to suit any kitchen.
Perfect as your own day-to-day cloth, or perfect to give as a gift. The
classic pattern ensures this tea towel collection is simple and elegant.

Composition
56% Linen, 44% Cotton
Jacquard
Colours Violet and Blue
Size 50 x 70

BERTHA
Contemporary rustic describes our BERTHA Collection. Made from
raw linen fabric, it’s a nostalgic aesthetic that’s been given an
injection of modern playfulness with a stripe. Choose from Bronze,
Indigo or Red to bring some rustic-contemporary raw-linen beauty
to your kitchen or table.
This is a good heavy quality linen towel, and is an excellent economic
drying cloth for your glassware.
Also use for oversizes napkins or placemats
Made In Europe
Colours Natural Linen with
Bronze, Indigo or Red Stripe
Composition 100% raw linen
Size 50 x 80

AGNES
Modern Italian style comes to life in AGNES. Our European flax
Optical White linen features a simple red/pink or blue two-tone
stripe, giving a classic look to this cloth. Perfect for home or
commercial use, this tea towel collection is modern, classic and
versatile – try using as an oversized napkin.
This is a good heavy quality linen towel, and is an excellent
economic drying cloth for your glassware.
The ability of flax to absorb water rapidly is particularly useful
for this application. Linen is about 20% stronger when wet than
dry; which helps it withstand mechanical treatment in
laundering and in use.
Colours Optical White with
Blue and Red Stripes
100% Linen
Size 50 x 80

PURE LINEN SIGNATURE
Our very own PURE LINEN SIGNATURE Collection is pared back
utilitarian style. We’ve used a 56% linen/44% cotton mix, so these
tea towels are perfect for commercial or home use. The signature
pattern gives our PURE LINEN SIGNATURE Collection a nostalgic
look and feel that’s guaranteed to become tomorrow’s classic. Think
ageless design with a local focus!
This is an excellent quality linen/cotton towel, and is an excellent
economic drying cloth for your glassware.

Colours White with Black, Red
And Natural Stripes
56% Linen 44% Cotton
Size 50 x 80

COUNTRY CHECKS
Nothing says charm like a check tea towel... Our COUNTRY CHECKS
Collection of tea towels is a nostalgic nod to weekends and holidays
spent entertaining family and friends. It’s relaxed, a design statement
and a failsafe choice for summer entertaining. Use these tea towels
in the kitchen, or as oversized napkins (we also sell traditional napkin
sizes in this fabric). They are the perfect choice for the beach house,
farmhouse or city-based country kitchen.

Colours White and
Red Checks,
White and Blue Checks
56% Linen 44% Cotton
Size 50 x 70

STOCKHOLM
Our Stockholm Towels are made from top quality, 100% Linen,
ensuring that they are very absorbent and the most durable TeaTowels on the market. The Tea Towels are available in Semi Natural
and Optical White colours with a hanging loop stitched into their
seam.
Suitable for embroidery, screen printing, fabric printing, hand
painting, arts and crafts activities.
Proudly made in Europe

Composition 100% Linen
Softened and pre-shrunk
Colours Optical White & Natural
Size 50 x 70

IN STYLE
Our IN STYLE collection celebrates an exquisite balance of
contemporary and traditional designs in natural fibres of linen.
Transform everyday meal-time into a seriously good time with these
linen tea towels by PURE LINEN!
Highly absorbent linen towels, with a loop on the longer side
Made in Europe
Colours French Navy, Pearl Blue, Citron, Cobalt, Opal Grey and
Sphinx
Composition 100% linen
Softened and pre-shrunk
Size 50 x 70
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LESUEUR
LESUEUR Tea Towel Collection
Highly absorbent linen towels, with a loop on the longer side
Proudly Made in Australia
Available in colours: Charcoal, Taupe Grey, Arctic Blue, Denim,
Optical White, Natural, Semi Natural, Opal Grey, Pearl Blue, French
Navy, Cobalt, Citron, Sphinx, Herringbone Optical White,
Herringbone Charcoal,
Herringbone Pewter,
Herringbone Persian Blue,
Herringbone Natural.
Composition 100% linen
Softened and pre-shrunk
Size 50 x 70
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ALBANY
ALBANY Tea Towel Collection
Highly absorbent linen towels, with a loop on the longer side
Proudly Made in Australia from Imported European linen
Colour: Sky Blue / Natural
Composition 100% linen
Softened and pre-shrunk
Size 50 x 70

CAGLITARI
CAGLITARI Tea Towel Collection
Casual-yet-sophisticated describes our beautifully simple and soft
stonewashed linen range of tea towels.
CAGLITARI is made in Europe and has a relaxed textural quality that
works well with other collections in our range.
Colours Pearl Blue, Oyster,
Serenity, Rose Quartz,
Rockpool, Snow White
& Pewter
Composition 100%
stonewashed linen
Size 42x70
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HARMONY
HARMONY Tea Towel Collection
Highly absorbent linen/cotton towels, with a loop on the longer side
Proudly Made in Australia from Imported European linen/cotton
fabric
Colour: Green / Grey / Silver Jacquard
Composition 56% linen / 44% Cotton
Softened and pre-shrunk
Size 50 x 80

